Effects of masker waveform and signal-to-masker phase relation on diotic and dichotic masking by reproducible noise.
The proportions of hits and false alarms were estimated for the detection of a 500-Hz sinusoidal signal in each of 25, reproducible samples of wideband, white, Gaussian noise. The effects of signal phase were investigated under diotic (MoSo) and dichotic (MoS pi) conditions and compared to the predictions of two major models of binaural hearing. Averaging the data over samples obscured important across-sample and across-subject differences in performance. The proportions of hits and false alarms for individual noise samples presented under the MoSo condition were highly correlated with those for the same noise samples under the dichotic MoS pi condition, suggesting that the cues determining performance under these conditions are related. Signal-to-masker phase had a large effect on the proportion of hits under the MoSo condition, but only a small effect under the MoS pi condition. The Vector model predicts a large effect of signal phase under the MoS pi condition, and is, therefore, imcompatible with this aspect of the data. The expected value of the decision variable of the EC model is independent of signal phase. However, when the variance of the decision variable is also considered, the EC model does predict changes in the proportion of hits with the phase of the signal, comparable to those observed here. Further, it was shown that, if minor changes in the form of the EC model's decision variable or in the distribution of the internal noise parameters are assumed, the expected value of the decision variable also changes with the phase of the signal.